is an strongly elliptic differential operator of order 2 m. We are interested in regularity properties of L h with respect to the « discrete Sobolev spaces », which are uniform with respect to the mesh-width h. « Discrete regularity » of L h is a useful property, for instance, to give sharp error estimâtes for the solution u h of the discretized boundary value problem {cf. [5] , [9] § 9.2) or to prove convergence of multi-grid methods to approximate u h {cf. [4, 5] , [8] § 6.
3.2.2).
For fl a « Lipschitz domain » and L h arising from discrétisations which are from the same « type » at the boundary as in the interior, a very important regularity resuit has been proved by Hackbusch in [5] . In this proof, he mentions and uses rnany results for the discrete Sobolev spaces.
The purpose of our paper is to give • a shorter and more transparent proof of Hackbusch's theorem in [5] • a more systematic and complete account of properties of the discrete Sobolev spaces • easy-to-check conditions for the regularity of « gênerai L h », Le. L h arising from discrétisations which are possibly of a different type at the boundary as in the interior • easy-to-check conditions for the regularity of « scaled » gênerai L h ; the nature and purpose of this scaling will be explained in § 3.5. The paper is organized as foliows. In § 2. we define the discrete Sobolev spaces and show a number properties of these spaces, most of them being équivalents of well-known properties of the continuous Sobolev spaces. The properties proved in this section can also be found, possibly in slightly different forms, in the existing literature ( [5] mainly, [12] , [13] , [14] ), but there the results are either less gênerai or stated without (satisfactory) proof. In particular, the author has never found proofs of the lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 (for s ^ N) in the literature. Lemma 2.10 generalizes lemma 2.2 (ii) in [5] . Moreover, the proof\ of that lemma given in [5] does not cover all situations which have been considered there. The proof of theorem 2.12 (given in § 4) is based on [5] , but two errors have been corrected.
In § 3, we concentrate on the question of the regularity of L h . It is well known that, under very weak conditions concerning the smoothness of the coefficients, for the (generalized) L, it holds that (the « standard » 2 m regularity), while even for still smoother problems the operator can be proved to be bounded for s > 0 (« higher order » 2 m + s regularity). In § § 3.2-3.3, we consider only L h arising from discrétisations which are of the same type at the boundary as in the interior. We prove two regularity results, namely discrete versions of theorems of Gârding ( § 3.2) and Necas ( § 3.3). Our discrete version of Gârding's theorem is a generalization of a resuit obtained by Stummel in [12] . A quite different proof of the discrete Necas theorem can aiready be found in [5] . Howevcr, in contrast with [5] , our proof makes use of the m + 0 regularity of the corresponding L + KI. This technique has been developed by Hackbusch in [7] to prove standard and higher order regularity for a number of « smoother problems ».
In § 3.4, we consider gênerai L h . We prove that m regularity of L h + KI h in combination with m + 0 regularity of the operator induced by L h + KI h without the « discrétisations of the different type » at the boundary (discrete Necas applies) implies m + 0 regularity of L h + KI h . For given L k , the reduced problem of checking m regularity is much easier to solve than pro ving m + 0 regularity in the more direct manner of [5] . It will turn out that we are able to take X = 0 in all above regularity results if L h is stable with respect to the Euclidian norm.
In § 3.5, we discuss the regularity of « scaled » gênerai L h . We give some easy to check conditions suffîcient for the m regularity of scaled and In this paper, we investigate operators, grids etc., which depend on the mesh-width h. In most cases, the obtained results are only significant since they hold « uniformly in h ». In order to reduce the number of clauses as « uniformly in h », « for ail h » etc., we use in this paper the convention that c, c', C etc. stand for positive constants not necessarily the same throughout the text, but which are always independent of h e (0, 
Proof :
Define
For any h >0, ^ is bounded, and because of (3?)* = (-l) 
Proof:
The répétition of this argument at most a finite number of times will complete the proof.
• We define y h (() :G(ft*) ->G(n 4 ) by = 0 x e n A \r*(f ).
The following lemma plays a crucial rôle in many of the proofs given in sections 3 and 4. 2 ) The proof of [5] lemma 2.2 (ii), a lemma which corresponds with our lemma 2.10, requires a = a ( e t . Also for the more restrictive class of fl h considered in [5] , this is clearly not always possible. We will be interested in this case when dealing with multi-grid methods applied to « less regular » différence schemes, such as considered in section 3,
The définition of the strong local Lipschitz property is given in [1] chapter IV. Since we will refer to constants which appear in the définition we recall this définition here : DÉFINITION In [1] , condition (ii) is imposed for x, j/er(ô) PiO only. We have adapted this définition slightly in order to make the s.l.L.p. symmetrie in the sense that if O has the s.LL.p., then R rf \n also has this property.
Introduction
In this section, we study the regularity of différence operators L h : G (Ci h ) ->G(ft A ). In doing so, we will have to distinguish between (gênerai) L h arisiiig from discrétisations which are possibly of a different « type » at the boundary than in the interior ( § 3.4) and L h arising from discrétisations which are of the same « type » everywhere on £l h ( § § 3.2-3.3). Hereafter, différence operators of the second kind will be denoted as L' h .
For L' h , we will prove discrete versions of the Gârding inequality (theorem 3.1) and Necas' theorem (theorem 3.3) stated below ; these theorems concern the homogeneous boundary value problem Lu = f, u E H™(Cl). These results for L' h will be used to show regularity of gênerai L h . Finally in § 3.5, we discuss the regularity of a scaling of a gênerai L h ; the purpose of the scaling being to keep the coefficients of the corresponding « différence star» &(h~2 m ) also at the boundary. Furthermore, in this subsection we discuss two examples. , I p| mm ^H
The proof of this theorem can be found in every textbook about elliptic partial differential équations ( 4 ). ( 4 ) In many monographs the condition Q, bounded is added. However, this condition is not needed because one can adapt the proof such that the Poincaré inequality has to be applied only to functions with uniformly bounded support, also in case H is unbounded. Bef o re pro ving this theorern, we state two lemmas in order to treat variable coefficients using a partition of unity. Except for the trivial part b of lemma 3.10, these lemmas are special cases of lemmas in [5] and proofs can be found there.
LEMMA 3.7 : (a) Let {9k) kEH <= C^(U d ) be a séquence of'functions with the following properties : (1) For all K>0, there is an N(K) > 0 such that for all x* G U d at most N(K) functions ar not identically zero on the bail S K (x*) = {xeR d :
||X-JC*|| ^ K}. Re <Li «»,«»> -Si^C-^KU.I^IL.LaUsing lemma 2.4, the desired inequality can now be obtained easily. D
Discrete version of Necas' theorem
In order to prove a discrete version of Necas' theorem, we will make use of the results of (the continuous version of) Necas' theorem (theorem 3.3). For this purpose, we will need restrictions and prolongations between the discrete and the continuous Sobolev spaces (cf. définitions 3.11 and 3.13). 
given by (St^u)(jh) = (o-^ u) (jh).
Since the proof of the following lemma is straightforward, it is left to the reader (except (9)). Because of (1) 
From (3) and (6) (2) ||_ m + t 0^m 0 ^ c. By the discrete Gârding inequality (theorem 3.6) 3\ 0 with
Suppose that for certain 9 => 0, 3X 1 with h)~l\\ m + Q0^_m + B0 ^c(=c(6,X)). where a a(3 = ., 0 ), and L = <o* i?a>.
7,8
The strong ellipticity of Z, j < implies the strong ellipticity of L, so the (continuous) Necas theorem (theorem 3.3) is applicable to L. Now let G e (0, 6 0 ) n (0, <r) U {0}, where 6 0 is taken from theorem 3.3. It follows from the theorems 3.3 and 3.6, that there is a \ 0 s= 0 such that Because of (3.3), (3.4) and
The properties (à), (b) and (d) follow easily from lemma 3.12 (7), (8), (9), (6) . In order to demonstrate the type of arguments, we show (à) and leave the proofs of (b) and (d) to the reader. Write Since # A (0) is local ( (7) In (E), we will show (c') :
From (c') and lemma 3.12 (7) (8) So far we have discussed the regularity of L' h (-\-\/^). In our définition of L' h9 we have assumed that the coefficients c aP78 are bounded. To obtain regularity results, we had to impose some additional conditions concerning the smoothness of the c a^yh , Because of all these restrictions on the c a^yh3 the regularity theorems concerning L' h are for instance not applicable to différence operators arising from discrétisations which, at points near the boundary, depend on certain distances between these points and the boundary (see examples 3.28). Since such operators are quite familiar, we will introducé in this subsection a class of more gênerai différence operators L h and formulate sufficient conditions for the regularity of such L h , which make less severe demands upon the underlying discrétisations at points near the boundary. The two propositions below give sufficient conditions for the m + G regularity of L h . PROPOSITION Proof : As in the proof of theorem 3.15, we can take 0 =s = 0 and X -0.
Since . In many other cases, where
In [5] section 2.5, which corresponds to this lemma, it is not used that the différence between L h and L' h is located at the boundary. As a resuit much stronger conditions concerning L k are needed there. (In the notation of [5] , it suffices for our lemma that (ƒ + t h Lj t l )~^ : 3^l~m -» Jf?Q~m is bounded for 9 = 0 only.) Moreover in contrast to criterion 2.1 in [5] , we achieve m + 9 regularity of L h for the same 9 as is assumed for L' h . since it hinders a number of applications of the regularity result (see e.g. [4] example on p. 431).
In this subsection, we scale such an L h using an operator D h in order to obtain || D h L h || _ m e 0 ^_ m e 0 ^ c. Moreover, for some rather usual situations we will show that this can be done whilst the m + 6 regularity of D h L h is retained. Although, in view of a consistent discrétisation, the construction of D h L h seems to be unnatural, there are useful applications. For instance in [9] § 9.2, it appears that regularity of D h L h can be used to prove an « optimal » error estimate for the solution u h of the discretized boundary value problem L h u h = f h . vol. 25, n e 5 5 1991
Notations 3.21 : Write
S£ h = diag (J^) -01 h9 L' h -diag (L' h ) -R' h and L h -diag (L h ) -R h ,
